Smarter Energy for a Better Life

Huawei FusionHome Smart Energy Solution

Higher Revenue
- 5-level inverter topology, Max. efficiency of 98.8%, Euro efficiency of 98.0%
- Flexible system design with optimizers, allowing to install more panels

Simple & Easy
- 10.8kg, ultra-compact, enabling easy installation by one electrician
- Integrated plug & play energy storage interface, easy to add batteries at any time
- Customized AC connector for quick & easy wiring

Safe & Reliable
- IP65 protection with natural cooling
- Integrated lightening protection for both AC and DC
- Module-level shutdown capability protects homeowners and their assets*
- Rigorous industry standard testing for higher safety and reliability

Smart Management
- Supports remote module-level monitoring, reducing servicing costs*
- The integrated management of energy generation, storage and consumption
- Supports one-click remote upgrade, reducing O&M cost

*Parameters measured by Huawei Smart PV Safety Box and Full Smart PV Solutions.